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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
We Keep Getting Better All The Time!
There may be gridlock in Washington, but there is real progress at 25 Broadway. We have added more than 20 new
members since the fall term started in September, and what a great freshman class this has turned out to be! So many
are participating in class discussions, and more than a few are actually stepping forth to make presentations that are
simply superb. Thanks to everyone who has helped to recruit these wonderful new members.
And, of course, new members are the key to our success. I encourage you to continue
to tell your friends and relatives about our wonderful organization, and to invite them
to come and spend a day with us. I know that they will be impressed.
Our efforts to attract new members never stop. You should know that behind the
scenes, we are putting a good deal of effort into updating our web site, and making us
easier to find for people doing a Google (or other) search. Toward that end, we have
developed two web sites, one for “us” (current members) ̶ ̶ www.questmembers.org,
which contains information about class schedules and the like ̶ ̶ and one for the
“public” (prospective members) ̶ ̶ www.questlifelong.org, which is more easily found
on the frequently used search engines. But we are learning that the task of “search engine optimization” is not an
easy one and will take months to accomplish. Be assured that the work is continuing. We do have new business cards
printed with the new www.questlifelong.org web address, and again I encourage you to spread the word and encourage friends to check out this new web site, which is literally being improved every day.
As the Winter Break approaches, I am excited that one group of Questers is headed off to Cuba, and another will relax
for a week or so on a Caribbean cruise – sailing from right here in New York City. Next, we are looking at a repeat of
last year’s successful adventure to Ireland (with a possible continuation on to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in Scotland), an excursion to the annual Shaw Festival in Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ontario) and perhaps a trip to Israel as well.
Please e-mail me with any ideas that you may have for future trips – overseas, or even close to home.
And finally, one last plea to submit – if you have not done so – your “personal information” (high school, college, employment, etc.) to me so that I can distribute the expanded roster of members (by e-mail) to everyone. You may be
surprised to learn that there are fellow Quest members who attended the same high school or college that you did, or
worked for the same company or in the same field.
For now, HAPPY HOLIDAYS to all. Enjoy the time off and get ready for classes to resume on February 3rd. Meantime,
thanks for helping to make Quest the wonderful, caring community that it is.

Michael Wellner
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Also to be seen were figurative works in
stone, earth and other materials.
Represented artists included: Mark di Suvero,
Maya Lin, Louise Nevelson, Ursula von
Rydingsvard and many others.
We also viewed an indoor exhibit by Thomas
Houseago of sculpture on boards.

QUEST, a community for lifelong learning, is
affiliated with City College of New York
(CCNY), and the Center for Worker Education
(CWE).
25 Broadway at Bowling Green
New York, NY 10004
212.925.6625 Ext. 229
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Our Trip to the Storm King Art Center
Ruth Kovner
Arranged by Questinvite, a group of 23
Questers traveled to Storm King Art Center on
May 29 and viewed its collection of more
than 100 works by some of the most distinguished sculptors of our era.
We approached the trip with great anticipation and the sunny, bright day did not disappoint.

Questers deep into Interpretation at Storm King

As the day unfolded the temperature increased, or so it seemed. We did an enormous amount of walking, although there was
a tram available as part of our entry fee. We
occasionally hopped on and off to avoid walking during the heat of the day.

Large-scale abstract sculptures predominated,
much of it in steel. Most of the works were
enormous and placed outdoors amidst the
meadows, trees and hills. It was really a
grand sight to view these pieces from a distance as well as close up. We were enchant- Under a large tent, picnic lunch brought from
ed by some, puzzled by others.
home was fun. All in all it was a grand trip.
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CWE Graduation Address
Last June, the CCNY Center for Worker Education
invited Quest’s own Bob Hartmann to give the
graduation address. The text follows:
Dean Mercado, members of the faculty and administration of the Center for Worker Education,
graduates, families and friends:
It is a great pleasure for me to be able to address
you this evening on this very special occasion.
Because it is so special, and because I know
you’re anxious to get on with the proceedings, I
want to promise you that my remarks will be
brief and to the point.
First of all, why me? What is my connection with
the Center for Worker Education? I have been a
member of Quest, A Community for Lifelong
Learning, which has had a home at CWE for almost 20 years. We have classes on the 7th floor
of 25 Broadway during the day, four days a
week. Our membership consists of 200 retired,
intellectually curious senior citizens who want to
continue learning, discussing and critiquing many
diverse subjects to keep the brain well-oiled and
functioning.
So there’s a similarity between our membership
and yours, this CWE graduating class of 2013.
You may not have reached your 60s or 70s yet,
but you have all accomplished things outside the
classroom. You currently have or have had careers; many of you have family responsibilities.
Both of our groups are interested in learning and
self-improvement. In many cases, it has not
been easy, but your accomplishments are noteworthy and something to be very proud of.
Having survived your exams, essays, and the rigors of the New York City Transit Authority, you

can all pat yourselves and each other on the
back. Today is a milestone for each of you and
for your families, and it is also to them that you
owe a debt of gratitude. You have been challenged; you have endured; you have succeeded,
and you will have graduated from one of the finest institutions of higher learning in the great
city of New York. Whatever paths you choose to
take in the future, they may not be easy and you
may have to endure hardships again. Yours is a
generation of students who have lived through
many traumas – terrorism, wars, and recession.
But you’ve also seen advancements, both social
and economic. I have no doubt that you will be
prepared. The rest is up to you.
I would like to quote from a graduation speech
given by Steve Jobs at the Stanford University
graduation in 2005. The content is still pertinent
and very universal. “Your time is limited,” he
said, “so don’t waste it living someone else’s life.
Don’t be trapped by dogma – which is living with
the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let
the noise of others’ opinions drown out your
own inner voice. And most important, have the
courage to follow your heart and intuition.
Sometimes life hits you in the head with a brick.
Don’t lose faith.”
It has been an honor for me to be asked to deliver these few words to you on this special occasion. I have been privileged to witness the extraordinary work being done at the Center for
Worker Education and to join with you in celebrating the hard work and accomplishments
achieved by the graduating class of 2013. I wish
you all the luck and success that you deserve going forward.
Thank you.
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Going Green
Carolyn Maguire
What do you get when you gather 12 sedate, scenic overview. (Ruth and Betty solved this
reserved intellectual, lifelong learners and take issue by strategically sitting right behind him.)
them on a sojourn to Ireland?
We did the Dublin tour of the Book of Kells
You get a lot of laughs and a need for an exand the ancient and magnificent Trinity Coltreme effort to keep them out of the pubs
lege Library, the Cathedral, checked into our
drinking Guinness and Irish coffee.
hotel and had the rest of the day free. Faith
managed to join us in the afternoon, after
some miscommunication. Some of us went to
galleries, a fabulous Yeats exhibit at the Library, the Archeological museum (the main
“quest” of Beverly's was to see the BOG Man,
hmmm . . .) and shopping. This produced an
exorbitant thirst, so we needed to have dinner
and drinks as soon as we could. A lovely dinner with six or more bottles of wine was consumed, followed by traditional Irish music in
Well, really, they weren’t quite that decadent, the pub, accompanied by our first taste of
Guinness…..(we had to share 5 glasses….I got
but the taste of the Irish nectar certainly
caught on from Day One, as will be revealed. cheap), but they went down well. Betty decided to try the Irish coffee, and that was the beWe arrived at Dublin Airport at the ungodly
hour of 5:30 AM, and fortunately, Martin, our ginning of a beautiful friendship.
guru-guide, was there to meet us. It took us
no time to get into the van and try to take in a
bit of scenery on our way to find a good breakfast.
We were quite impressed with our Mercedes
van, which had only been out on the road
three times. Martin was still getting used to
the slick microphone system and our in-van
mantra became, “We can’t hear you”, (just like
at Quest) whenever he attempted to give us a
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The next day started with a historic tour of
Kilmainham Jail, site of heroic and tragic
events in Irish history. This was followed by a
comprehensive tour of the Guinness Brewery, culminating in a complimentary pint in
their roof-top bar with its panorama of Dublin. Not a drop was left and, indeed, the cold
brew drunk through its “cream” (froth) has
sent Faith on a quest to find the pint closest
to it here in NYC....she's in big trouble. We
should add that Giuliana and Beverly opted
to pull their own pints on another floor and
emerged certificates in hand, no less.

fun. Of course, there was plenty of wine and
we were started off with mead, a potent ancient brew which we consumed rather quickly. Joan missed the mead since she was visiting relatives that night, which left more for
the rest of us.

Notice that I didn't mention RAIN. Up to this
time there were just five-minute showers
here and there, and of course, cloudy skies
often followed by bursts of sunshine. But the
next day, on our way to the Cliffs of Moher,
the skies opened up. Brave souls Marian,
Jane and John decided to get up to the top of
That evening we went to an Irish house party the Cliffs; they came back down really
complete with music and step-dancing. Faith soaked…….a change of clothes in the ladies
became so taken with the more traditional
room (not for John) was necessary!
instruments that during our travels she pur- Periodically, we would do a head count and
chased a Bodhran, a hand-held drum resem- find someone missing….who can find a gym
bling a tambourine. Fortunately, she did not in every little town across Ireland? Well, Elreturn with a set of Uilleann pipes – original eanor did, and she spent time chatting and
Irish bagpipes pumped with the elbow.
working out with the locals. That can be fun
Onward to Killarney and a fun Pony Trap ride
around the beautiful lakes. That pleasant
evening, few of us, now on a mission of
Guinness and music, did the circuit of the
nearby main street’s pubs. How much Guinness was consumed??

if you have
the energy.
It was probably easier
to just hang
out in the
lounge bar
The next day took us up to Dingle, a pretty
at the hotel
seaside town where Faith, Giuliana and Eleaas Jean did
nor climbed the hill to view some stained
glass windows created by Harry Clarke. Then and have great long conversations with the
on to the Bunratty Castle for a funky Medie- locals and staff.
val Banquet, which turned out to be a lot of Continued on p. 6
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Going Green (cont’d from p.5)
Then on to Galway where the RAIN continued
for the next two days……..fortunately, Galway
is a small city, so we could get around fine
and watch the horse races on TV in a pub (of
course) with Guinness and Irish coffee. Unfortunately, we couldn’t get to the Aran Islands
the next day due to the weather, so the
hearty ones ̶ Jane, John and Marian ̶ went
to the Galway Races (didn't win a euro but
they liked getting rained on) and the rest of us
drove through Connemara to Clifdon for scenery and lunch. On our way we stopped in the
marble factory, and our Italian jewelry maven,
Giuliana, bought a beautiful bracelet

tin. He was impressed.
As well as the Guinness and the Irish coffee,
the food was excellent…..don’t believe what
they say about Irish food. It’s great! We even
ate at a culinary school, which was a real
treat.
So all in all we had good food, enough sun,
rain, shopping, touring, sightseeing, bar hopping, Guinness and Irish coffee ̶ drinking and
TONS of laughs. The Whole Enchilada !!

Finally the rain stopped as we drove up to Sligo ̶ Yeats country. First stop — a visit to
Yeats’s grave. Sligo is truly a lovely town, and
thanks to the Yeats Summer School being in
session there was lots to do, including play
readings, poetry readings, and a gallery tour
of the paintings of Yeats’s brother Jack. Other enjoyable activities included strolling up
and down the main street and taking in a local festival, where some of us managed to
have a photo taken with an eagle at the wildlife conservation table.
Our hotel was great and served Irish coffee
and Guinness all day, so everyone remained
happy. Joan made up for her lack of mead.
Our last night we had a farewell dinner, and
Betty and Ruth, while imbibing Irish coffee,
recited a whimsical poem to our guide Mar-

Anybody want to go to Ireland? The plane
leaves every July………. And I’ll be on it.
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QUEST DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURER SERIES
Thanks to Sandy Gordon, our distinguished
guest lecturer series continues to excite and
amaze us. Some highlights from Fall 2013.

GUEST: DR. JAMIE METZL
LECTURE: RISING CHINA AND THE CHANGING GLOBAL ORDER
China’s rise is
GUEST: MR. STEVEN RIVELLINO
affecting both China,
LECTURE: THE BUSINESS OF BROADWAY
with growing instaSteven Rivellino,
bility, and the world.
a leading ExecuAsia expert Jamie
tive Producer and
Metzl discussed the
General Manager
complex issue of
in the theatrical
how the apparent slowdown in China’s hereand entertaintofore blazing economy may have global imment industry,
plications.
gave us backstage insight into what makes
Broadway kick. Drawing on his projects from GUEST: PROFESSOR ALON BEN-MEIR
the Tony Award-winning A Chorus Line to the LECTURE: THE MIDDLE EAST CONUNDRUM
Since Dr. Ben-Meir last addressed QUEST in
2012 production of Evita, Mr. Rivellino pre2010, the Middle East has become a cauldron
sented his take on the state of the Great
of religious
White Way, describing both the rewards and
strife, nationpitfalls of commercial theater.
alism and unGUEST: BARBARA SUTTON MASRY
bridled vioLECTURE: THE PATH OF AN INDEPENDENT
lence. Dr. BenFILM PRODUCER
Meir, a recogBarbara Masry has taken a unique path innized expert
deed, from a tightly
on Middle East
knit Syrian-Jewish
politics, specializing in peaceful mediation
community in
and a key liaison between top Arab, Israeli,
Brooklyn to a career and United States dignitaries, focused his reas an independent marks on the current state of affairs with rescreen writer and
gard to Syria, Iran and Israel. Born in Iraq, and
producer. Her acsteeped in the culture of the area, he is one
count of this journey of the few who brings the insight of a native
proved fascinating.
born Mid-Easterner to the table.
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A False Label

An Intrepid Commuter

Through all sorts of weather, Questers commute to 25 Broadway via many different conI don’t like putting labels on people – ADD,
veyances: bus, subway, taxi, Access-a-Ride,
dyslexic, bipolar – because it happened to me.
and Shanks’ mare. Add a new one — bicycle!
When I was four years old, my family moved
from Colorado to Brooklyn. I don’t know why. Yes, our own Art Spar rides back and forth to
I tried to make friends, but when I talked, the the upper west side on a
Brooklyn kids laughed at my accent! So I decided not to talk, so people would not laugh He makes the trip in 31 minutes, enjoys the
at me. I became selectively mute. I was physi- views from the dedicated path along the Hudson, and has lost weight to boot.
cally able to talk, but did not.
Sylvia Berg

September and school time arrived. When the
Admissions teacher asked my name, my
mother answered for me, as she did for all the
other questions. I was not good physically or
artistically, and so the teacher made her decision. She placed me in the CRMD class (class
for retarded mental development).
I stayed in that class with Down Syndrome
children, with children with small pointed
heads, and with other retarded children for
my kindergarten year.
My mother couldn’t have cared less, as she
always hated school, and quit in the 6th
grade, and my dad didn’t get home from work
until 11PM.
One teacher felt I wasn’t retarded, though I
didn’t talk; my eyes seemed to show her that I
understood. She thought she would try to
teach me how to read, and she did, and I did
read! Once the word was on the page, and I
didn’t have to talk spontaneously, I was free!!!
I was skipped, graduated from high school at
16, graduated from college at 19, and was on
my way. However, I often think of what would
have happened to me if I had stayed in that
class another year or two.

Rumor has it that other Quest cyclists may follow suit.
Ed Note:
The Citi
Bike system, operated by
NYC Bike
Share, features thousands of
bikes at
hundreds
of stations
around
New York.
Citi Bikes are available 24/7, 365 days a year.
Station locations are based on population and
transit needs, and were selected through a
participatory public input process. Each station has a touchscreen kiosk, a map of the service area and surrounding neighborhood, and
a docking system that releases bikes for rental
with a card or key. You must be 16 or older to
ride a Citi Bike. (The latter should not pose an
issue for our members).
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